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Capricorn bakery, comprehends three major 
production departments. Breads, confectionaries 
and Cakes. Our operations proceed towards focused 
approach by keen attention to details, sound 
employment of latest technological equipments and 
utmost commitment to quality. 

Our bread and buns are crafted with premium quality 
ingredients and are fabricated with robust machinries 
designed for consistent and continual production, 
and is manufactured with high quality materials 
that ensures excellent dough and baking results. All 
of our raw materials are sourced from certified and 
approved suppliers across the globe.

An exceptionally skilled production team leads 
Capricorn bakery’s confectionary menu. The 
miscellaneous cuisines and occasional delights are 
prepared by its corresponding culinary expertise. 
More than 150 varieties of cakes and pastries available, 
and the making & baking of individually-designed 
custom cakes takes-up a considerable part in the 
whole process with our adept team for confectioners, 
decorators and sculptors which is absolutely put 
together as per client requirements.

Our colossal Rondo-Line is exclusively assembled with 
a combination of efficient rondo-machines that serves 
multi-products, earmarked only for Capricorn bakery 
throughout UAE. The line serves mass-production of 
profuse quantities and major categories.
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Established in 1988, Capricorn bakery is profoundly celebrating 33 years of serving 
Daily & Fresh delights with the expertise in crafting goodness across the world. Our 
products reach across thousands of people everyday being the industrial manufac-
turers and distributors of a spectrum of breads, cakes, pastries, confectionaries and 
much more globally. We comprehend extensive range of customers and market seg-
ments with an array of distribution networks.

Capricorn bakery is rooted from Thomsun group of companies, an eminent multi-fac-
eted and diversified entity spanning across GCC and Indian Subcontinent, since 1976. 
The group currently has 3000+ strong workforce and is a host of entrepreneurial 
milestones in diversified sectors. Built on strong fundamentals since inception, the 
company has embarked on many milestone ventures in its pursuit, resulted in being 
highly diversified group with 25+ verticals across the globe.

Capricorn bakery is subsequently a market leader in the sphere with its miscella-
neous delicacy and cuisines embraced worldwide. Our operations are effectuated 
from a cutting edge production facility in Dubai Investments Park, steered by vision-
ary professionals and powered by the intelligent use of technology.

We are committed to implement paramount quality and safety for our clientele, de-
livering nothing less than excellence. Our major certifications comprise Food Safety 
System Certification (FSSC 22000) and HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control 
Points) certification to ensure the consistency in food safety and is followed in pro-
ducing, storing, handling and transporting the food for safe and fit for consumption. 
We maintain a transparency in food preparation with all stakeholders of the com-
pany and looks for continual improvement in the food safety process followed by 
the company. Our Quality and Assurance team furnishes a superior Capricorn bak-
ery experience to our customers with a keen examination and enforces value added 
seamless delivery on all our products.

A B O U T

C A P R I CO R N B A K E R Y

1 Apple Cake
Delicious, moist, and luscious apples nestled in tender classic 
butter cake base, layers enriched with fresh apple slices.

2 Apple Muffin
Incredibly moist and succulent muffins with classic chiffon & 
butter cakes and fresh & sweet apple taste!

3 Apple Pie
A buttery crust and a tender, lightly-spiced apple pie filling. 
Made with the freshest apples for the best flavor, and baked until 
the top is golden and the filling is luscious.

4 Asst. Cream Cakes
Beholds classic cream cakes with a luscious feast of vanilla 
cream and vanilla sponge which can be molded to any flavor of 
choice!

5 Asst.Fruit Pies
Freshly Baked Assorted Fruit Pies that are a blend of various fruit 
pies being a perfect treat for your relish!

6 Asst.Pastry
A combination of miscellaneous pastries with a blend of various 
flavors and tastes being a perfect delicacy!

7 Bagels
A treat of delicious and chewy bagels with a shiny exterior and 
mild sweet & salty piece of munch!  

8 Banana Cake

Super-moist texture, buttery banana with brown sugar flavors, 
and incredibly soft crumb. Capricorn's banana cakes are made 
from freshly mashed raw banana's which adds more moisture 
and flavor to the finished product

9 Beef  Puff
The crunchy Puff Pastry with ground beef filling, perfectly crispy 
and irresistible appetizer, or evening snack with no doubt!

10 Big Puto(Half Portion)

A delicious Filipino steamed rice cake delicacy enriched with 
butter and grated coconut and topped with cheddar cheese. 
These are so versatile mini snacks served to accompany savory 
dishes. The flavors and toppings available are endless.

11 Black Bread

Hearty black bread with rich, dense, sweet, and slightly sour, 
with an aroma of caraway and fennel seeds. Deliciously slath-
ered in creamy butter and the Cocoa and coffee add color and 
depth of flavor.

12 Black Forest Cake
The super delicious and rich- moist Black Forest Cake with the 
perfect blend of rich chocolate ganache, whipped cream, and 
sweet spiked cherries are the perfect combination for this treat.

13 Bread Brown - Medium

Capricorn bakery's highly fibrous and nutritious brown bread 
is worth your try! If you're someone looking for a balanced diet 
and healthy eating, we entrust you with the best brown bread 
available in the market.
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14 Bread Brown - Small

Capricorn bakery's highly fibrous and nutritious brown bread 
is worth your try! If you're someone looking for a balanced diet 
and healthy eating, we entrust you with the best brown bread 
available in the market. Now available in mini size.

15 Bread Crumbs
All the breadcrumbs you want, at a great price. Add your own 
seasoning so you know what you are getting!

16 Bread -White - Big

Your ideal choice of white bread loaves sliced with top-notch 
quality and packed with love, daily and fresh. Crafted with premi-
um quality ingredients and is fabricated with high-end imported 
bread-lines.

17 Bread -White - Medium
Capricorn bakery's soft and quality slice of breads being most 
demanded & reviewed. Crafted with premium quality ingredi-
ents and is fabricated with high-end imported bread-lines.

18 Bread-Brown- Jumbo

Capricorn bakery's highly fibrous and nutritious Jumbo sized 
brown bread is worth your try! If you're someone looking for a 
balanced diet and healthy eating, we entrust you with the best 
brown bread available in the market.

19 Brownies
Capricorn's brownies are the yummiest, indulgent, dense, and 
chocolaty, topped with nuts like walnuts and hazelnuts. 

20 Burger Buns - Plain

Our Fresh & tasty Burger Buns Pack of soft, fluffy & buttery burg-
er buns will be a compact and perfect serving for your quick go! 
Grab these for you delectable munching. These are produced 
freshly everyday with prominence to utmost quality and consis-
tency. Now Available in much more variants.

21 Burger Buns - Seeded

Our Fresh & tasty Sesame topped Burger Buns are a Pack of soft, 
fluffy & buttery burger buns will be a compact and perfect serv-
ing for your quick go! Grab these for your delectable munching 
with a tinge of sesame toppings. These are produced freshly 
everyday with prominence to utmost quality and consistency. 
Now Available in much more variants.

22 Capricorn Cheese Bread

Capricorn Bakery's Cheese Bread is a delightful cheesy bread 
treat prepared with flour, milk, butter, and eggs. These yummy 
and soft breads are coated with a creamy and sweet Cheese soft 
streusel that tastes both sweet and lusciously milky.

23 Capricorn Choco German

Cheesy bread with a choco creamy filling and topped with a 
mixture of sugar margarine for an absolute relish. Try out our 
choco German breads freshly prepared and baked with love. 
You'll love them being a perfect combination of taste!

24 Capricorn Cinnamon Bun

Our cinnamon buns are big, fluffy, and perfect cinnamon rolls 
packed with a cinnamon brown sugar filling and are the best 
when glazed with vanilla cream. The cheese filling glaze drips 
into the middle and soaks every single bite. 

25 Capricorn Hopio-Onion

Capricorn Bakery's Hopia onion is a crusty treat filled with sweet 
white onion paste and is a delicious traditional Filipino pastry 
made from sweet onion filling that is encrusted in flaky and 
sweet dough. It's a very different flavor for a pastry snack but has 
an interestingly addicting taste.

26 Capricorn Macroons

Our Macaroons are deliciously addictive with Crisp and golden 
on the outside and moist and chewy on the inside. These are 
muffin-sized Soft, chewy, and chock-full of coconut flavor and 
denser with a cake-like texture.

27 Capricorn Milk Monay

These Monay bread enriched with milk with softness and 
fluffiness inside are one classic bread of the Philippines. These 
are perfect when served hot and are best with any spread like 
margarine, cheese wiz, cream cheese, or even coffee! 

28 Capricorn Pandesal

Pandesal is the classic Filipino bread rolls that are always a hit! 
A tad bit salty yet, soft, airy, and slightly sweet delicious bread 
rolls that could be eaten as a sandwich with one's favorite filling 
and also perfect with butter & cheese! Don't miss our freshly and 
daily baked with variant fillings!

29 Carrot Cake

Our versatile and utterly delicious carrot cakes are a true delight! 
These are perfectly moist, made with fresh carrots and rich 
cream sweet frosting. Now customize the cake of your dreams! 
We'll bake them real.

30 Cheese Cake
A creamy, fluffy cheese decadent perfect with light and delicate 
texture, all wrapped in a crunchy and delicious crust!

31 Cheese Cake Premium
A creamy, fluffy cheese decadent perfect with light and delicate 
texture, all wrapped in a crunchy Graham cracker and toasted 
pecan crust. Now available in various topping and flavors.

32 Cheese Cake Standard
A creamy, fluffy cheese decadent perfect with light and delicate 
texture, all wrapped in a crunchy and delicious crust. Available in 
various toppings, crust and flavor fillings.

33 Cheese Muffin
A moist, buttery, and luscious muffins with a delicious crown of 
cheese with the sweet and salty medley of flavors in every bite.
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34 Chicken Empanada

Our chicken empanadas are mini snack pockets intensely 
flavored with tender, juicy shredded chicken, onions, peppers, 
and garlic giving a hearty and savory filling. Try out our luscious 
chicken wrapped in bread with simple ingredients and bold 
flavors!

35 Chicken Puff
The crunchy Puff Pastry with grounded spicy chicken filling, 
perfectly crispy and irresistible appetizer, or evening snack with 
no doubt!

36 Chocolate Truffle Cake

Our Chocolate truffle Cakes are incredibly moist chocolate 
cakes and are smothered with a creamy chocolate ganache. The 
richness and flavor of choco are absolutely out of the world! Now 
customize the cake of your dreams! We'll bake them real

37
Christmas Icing Cake - 
Standard

Premium cakes with a celebration theme emphasizing Christ-
mas theme customized upon requirement of flavours, toppings 
and fillings, made with quality and fresh ingredients!

38 Cinnamon Roll

Our cinnamon rolls are big, fluffy, and perfect cinnamon rolls 
packed with a cinnamon brown sugar filling and are the best 
when glazed with vanilla cream. The cheese filling glaze drips 
into the middle and soaks every single bite. 

39 Cream Buns - Asst.
Is a combined pack of assorted cream buns with various flavors 
and a perfect hamper treat!

40 Croissant Cheese -

Capricorn's croissants are cloud-like, buttery, flaky, and beautiful-
ly crescent-shaped chewy bread, with layered butter rolled and 
folded several times in succession, then rolled into thin layers 
forming the croissant. These are one of the most decadent bread 
you'll totally fall in love with.

41 Croissant Chocolate -

Capricorn’s Chocolate croissants are cloud-like, buttery, flaky, 
and beautifully crescent-shaped chewy bread, with layered 
butter rolled with rich chocolate paste filled and folded sev-
eral times in succession, then delicately rolled into thin layers 
forming the croissant. these are one of the most decadent bread 
you'll totally fall in love with. Is available in variant flavors! 

42 Croissant Plain -

Capricorn's croissants are cloud-like, buttery, flaky, and beautiful-
ly crescent-shaped chewy bread, with layered butter rolled and 
folded several times in succession, then rolled into thin layers 
forming the croissant. These are one of the most decadent bread 
you'll totally fall in love with.

43 Croissant Zathar -

Capricorn's  Zater croissants are cloud-like, buttery, flaky, and 
beautifully crescent-shaped chewy bread, with layered butter 
rolled with enriched zater filled and folded several times in suc-
cession, then delicately rolled into thin layers forming the crois-
sant. These are topped with sesame seeds for that extra munch. 
Our croissants are one of the most decadent bread you'll totally 
fall in love with. Is available in variant flavors! 

44 Croissants-Asst
Is a combined pack of assorted croissants with various flavors 
and a perfect hamper treat!

45 Danish Cinnamon -
Rolls flavored with cinnamon & Covered with a sticky, sweet 
icing, these sultana-studded Danishes are irresistible.

46 Danish Pastry
The multilayered, laminated sweet pastry being rich buttery and 
flaky dough that turns pastries into a great delight with endless 
and various topping possibilities.

47 Danish Pastry Blueberry
This Lemon Blueberry Danish is a light and fluffy pastry topped 
with a cream cheese mixture, blueberry jam, and fresh blueber-
ries.

48 Danish Pastry Mango
The rich buttery laminated multi-layered pastry with layers of 
flaky goodness slathered with rich mango taste and flavor!

49 Danish Pastry Peach
The rich buttery laminated multi-layered pastry with layers of 
flaky goodness slathered with blissful peach taste and flavor!

50 Danish Pastry Pineapple
The rich buttery laminated multi-layered pastry with layers 
of flaky goodness slathered with yummy pineapple taste and 
flavor!

51 Danish Pastry Strawberry
The rich buttery laminated multi-layered pastry with layers of 
flaky goodness slathered with juicy strawberry taste and flavor!

52 Danish Plain-

The multilayered, laminated sweet pastry being rich buttery and 
flaky dough that turns pastries into a great delight with endless 
and various topping possibilities. The beauty of Danish is a bal-
ance of real butter and lightness at the same time.

53 Dinner Rolls(1x6)
Flaky, soft, and buttery, these fresh dinner rolls outshine any 
main dish.

54 Donuts-Asst.
Is a combined pack of assorted doughnuts with various toppings 
& flavors being a perfect hamper treat!

55 Dry Fruit Cake/Pound Cake
The classic,moist, dense, and flavorful pound cake. Will also be 
available with dry fruit fillings.
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56 Egg Pie

Capricorn’s buttery crust and the lusciously creamy egg Pie will 
surely brighten up your day with its perfect light-taste! Our yum-
my Egg Pie is a sweet creamy egg custard nestled on a buttery 
and flaky pie crust.

57 English Muffin
The delicious, soft, and chewy English Muffins with all the nooks 
and crannies are utterly delicious.

58 Finger Rolls(1x6)

Light, soft and fluffy bread-shaped small slender rolls, deliciously 
baked for softness. Perfect bread for any treat. Grab them from 
us, these are freshly baked everyday with magnificent quality 
and consistency.

59 French Baggutes Brown
Crusty and beautifully colored on the outside, buttery soft and 
chewy on the inside, with a tiny bit of butter taste and crusty 
baguette.

60 French Baggutes White -

Crusty and beautifully colored on the outside, buttery soft and 
chewy on the inside, with a tiny bit of butter taste using all-pur-
pose flour creating the authentic Parisian crumb and crispy 
crust.

61 Fresh Fruit Cake
Soft and spongy vanilla cake which is layered with fruits and 
covered with vanilla frosting and topped with fresh fruits and 
garnished with sliced almonds in the sides.

62 Garlic Bread
Fresh and flavorful Garlic Bread with perfectly crisp edges, a soft 
buttery center, and a golden brown toasted top with fresh garlic 
and herbs.

63 German Rye Bread
Hearty black bread with rich, dense, sweet, and slightly sour, 
This bread will be a lot denser than other breads, which makes it 
great for any treat!

64 Hoaggie Roll
The best soft and chewy bread roll of hoagies being Pillowy soft 
rolls that are richly to be filled with deliciousness!

65 Honey Buns/Spanish Rolls
Perfect buns imparting Honey's smoothness and mellow sweet-
ness to every component: the rich, buttery dough, and the tangy 
creme fraiche filling.

66 Hopio Mongo

A crusty flaky treat filled with sweet mongo bean paste. Defi-
nitely a Flavorsome capricorn bakery special snack with an inter-
estingly addicting taste. Hopia means a "good biscuit' derived 
from a chinese word and thus a perfect treat for your sweet 
cravings!

67 Hopio Onion

Capricorn Bakery's Hopia onion is a crusty treat filled with sweet 
white onion paste and is a delicious traditional Filipino pastry 
made from sweet onion filling that is encrusted in a flaky and 
sweet dough. It's a very different flavor for a pastry snack but has 
an interestingly addicting taste.

68 Marble Cake
Beholds a moist and buttery cake with chocolate and vanilla 
sponge swirls that delivers on flavor as well as appearance.

69 Milk Bread

Soft as clouds, white as snow, Capricorn bakery's milk bread is 
the tender everyday loaf made with quality dough comprising 
enriched eggs, butter, and sugar that makes this bread so won-
derfully light and soft. Our Milk bread loves are baked off fresh 
each morning.

70 Minced Meat Pies
A Pie with rich taste and texture with zesty & spicy kick meat 
filling wrapped!

71 Muffin Banana -
Soft, buttery and moist muffins with rich banana flavour with 
chocolate chip toppings!

72 Muffin Blueberry -
blueberry muffins are soft, fudgy and delicious with moist and 
tender center bursting with blueberries and perfectly golden 
brown top!

73 Muffin Chocolate
Rich and delicious muffins with scrumptious, moist, and full of 
intense chocolate goodness!

74 Muffin Plain -
The essentially flavored mini pancake batter, baked into muffin 
tins is a delicious treat!

75 Muffin Vanilla
Capricorn's vanilla fudge muffins are deliciously decadent, the 
cake is moist and the vanilla falovoured fudge is rich, and abso-
lutely a great combination.. 

76 Pav Bun
A soft and fluffy Indian bread with its warm & go-to-go taste and 
a perfect combination with any sabzis!

77 Pecan Pie
The classic and simple dessert pie of pecan nuts with a perfect 
combination of sweet and salty relish.

78
Pie - Beef/Chicken/Mush-
room

A delicious ultra-tender chunk of beef/chicken filling with the 
bursts of fresh mushroom smothered in the most incredible 
gravy and topped with flaky, golden puff pastry.

79 Pizza Base
A finer pizza base ground with a soft and chewy crust and an 
incredibly super-smooth texture.
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80 Plum Cake - Premium

A fruity and nutty cake with the goodness of dried cherries, 
almonds, raisins, and many more dried fruits. This cake is great 
as a dessert with a dollop of ice cream or works perfectly for any 
celebration.

81 Plum Cake - Standard

A fruity and nutty cake with the goodness of dried cherries, 
almonds, raisins, and many more dried fruits. This cake is great 
as a dessert with a dollop of ice cream or works perfectly for any 
celebration.

82 Plum Pudding

A celebration pudding with rich dark, sticky, and dense sponge, 
more like a fruitcake, made of mixed dried fruit, candied fruit 
peel, apple, and citrus zests. With added spices it provides a 
deep, complex flavor and perfect signature dark color.

83 Pound Cake Marble
A perfectly delicious tube cake with vanilla and chocolate layers 
swirled together to achieve a marbled effect.

84 Pound Cake Vanila
A classic vanilla flavored buttery, soft crumb cake with a dec-
adent glaze, and perfect with some fresh berries and cream 
topping!

85 Pumpkin Pie
A decadent dessert pie with a spiced, pumpkin-based custard 
filling and bursted goodness of pumpkin taste!

86 Raisin/Fruit Bread

Capricorn's Raisin Bread is perfectly delightful, slightly sweet 
raisin enriched bread with a soft and tender consistency inside. 
These pieces of bread will fill your house with a rapturous aroma 
consisting, and not only do they taste good, but they are also 
perfect for your quick snack with a touch of taste by sweet rai-
sins.

87 Siomai
Are perfect steamed dumplings available with variant fillings. 
The scrumptious fillings with an indo-chinese flavor and recipe!

88 Siopao Chicken

Our pearly white steamed siopao buns are the perfect bliss on 
your plate. The steamed buns are soft and fluffy with a mildly 
sweet and savory chicken filling and are available with an ac-
companied piquant dip. Try this flavorful chicken-filled yummy 
dish packed great for on-the-go! 

89 Siopao-Bean/Veg

Siopao bola-bola is pearly white steamed buns that are a perfect 
bliss on your plate. The steamed buns are soft and fluffy with a 
mildly sweet and savory filling comprising rich beans and vege-
table mix .These are available with an accompanied piquant dip

90 Siopao-Beef

Our pearly white steamed siopao buns are the perfect bliss on 
your plate. The steamed buns are soft and fluffy with a mildly 
sweet and savory beef fillingt and are available with an accom-
panied piquant dip. Try this flavorful beef-filled yummy dish 
packed great for on-the-go

91 Sponge Cake
This Perfect & classic sponge cake, with absolute moist & leveled 
cake that pairs perfectly with any of your favorite creams.

92 Swiss Roll
A classic swiss roll combining light chocolate sponge cake with 
sweet vanilla whipped cream and chocolate ganache. Rich and 
totally irresistible.

93 Tiramisu Cakes

This Fancy Tiramisu Cake is an Italian cake wonderfully put 
together with layers of a delicate and tender sponge cake that 
is infused with a light vanilla flavor with a rich consistency and 
filled with aromatic coffee syrup. The whole thing is covered in 
a dreamy Swiss butter cream for the extra treat! Now customize 
the cake of your dreams! We'll bake them real.

94 Ube Cheese Pandesal

Our best-seller soft and warm bread, with luscious ube halaya, 
glees your appetite with its generous creamy cheese in its core. 
A tad bit salty yet, soft, airy, and sweet,  delicious bread buns en-
riched with delectable Ube flavor and color just so perfect with 
butter & cheese!

95 Wholemeal Bread
A perfect pillow soft and moist bread with just a slight bit of nut-
tiness from the whole grains. It’s really a perfect everyday loaf!

96 White Forest Cake

The super delicious and rich- moist Black Forest Cake is the 
favorite at every home! The perfect blend of rich white chocolate 
mousse, whipped cream, and sweet spiked cherries are the per-
fect combination for this treat! Now customize the cake of your 
dreams! We'll bake them real. 

97
X'mas/ New Year Icing Cake 
-Premium

Premium cakes with a celebration theme emphasizing Christ-
mas / New Year theme customized upon requirement and made 
with quality and fresh ingredients!



We are available over 1000+ outlets at foremost supermarkets, 
significant malls & various kiosks. For a better understanding 
of our outlets & online channels, head to our website. Selling 
of our products through a distributor chain is developing 
rather fast and with every passing year, the numbers of our 
customers are enticingly increasing. Scan the QR code to 
view our kiosk catalog.

Our products reach thousands of people every day being 
the industrial manufacturers and distributors of a spectrum 
of bread, cakes, pastries, confectionaries, and much more 
globally. We comprehend an extensive range of customers 
and market segments with an array of distribution networks.

Our products are effectuated to public majorly through Online channels, Supermar-
ket Outlet chains, & large scale distributions. We are available over 1000+ outlets at 
foremost supermarkets, significant malls & various kiosks. Have a look at our outlets 
& online channels. Selling of our production through a distributor chain is developing 
rather fast and with every passing year the numbers of our customers are enticingly 
increasing.
We are leading distributors for most Ship Chandlers, hospitals, schools and much more 
across UAE.
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“We promise the finest. Our job is to add value for the company’s clientele & our integrity is the 
commitment. We are thankful for the faithfulness and loyalty the customers ensure us with. We 
work to assure Capricorn bakery’s allegiance towards safety & quality and hence forth will be 
sustainably executed and accomplished.”
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PO Box 89628, Dubai Investment Park - 1
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 4 8841000
Fax: +971 4 8841001

www.capricornbakery.com

capricornbakery

@capricornbakery

info@capricorn.ae

N O W  C U S TO M I Z E

C A K E S !YO U R

O R D E R  O N L I N E  AT

W W W.C A P R I CO R N B A K E R Y.CO M

Have a custom cake design in mind? shoot 
your thoughts, we’ll bake your ideas to life 

everything from flavors to colors. Contact us or 
head to our website, and place your orders for 

the cake of your choice.  
Our expert cake makers are adept at making 
unique one-of-a-kind cakes. rest assured that 
we only use the freshest ingredients with the 

utmost quality.


